
This MxCy Oswald file was not established when he was in Mexico City but after 

the assassination, beginning with mailed copies of FBIHQ records. Mostly if not 

entirely copies of 105-82555, main FBIHQ LHO file. However, in the processing, 

PBIHQ copies have on occasion been substituted for Mc Cy copies, as is reflected 
by the referral slips, which were made for the p¥dcessing of the 105-82655 file. 
These referral slips are those of the original HQ file processing and on the 
referral slips of it that number is lined through and the Mx Cy number is written 

in. However, the other FSIHQ copies are not withheld as previously processed. 

The Ix Cy records pertaining to sending pix, tapes, etc. to Dallas night of 

assassination do not appear where they belong in this file. No ref of any kind to 

them. Lt is possible that 2040, who would gladly classify the classified sections 

of the daily papers, may have withheld them as classified. 

If these HQ records were provided to replace allegedly destroyed Mix Cy records, 
there must be some }ix Cy recortts remaining because without them there is no 

apparent means of corréctly serializing with 105-3702 numberse This becones more 
inexplicable because some are not NB Cy records, like 164, which was from DL to 
Wash, with no copy indicated for lx Cy and has no Mexican content. 

Robert Kaffka, Serial 546, actually FBI San Fransisco informer. I met him through 
Hal Verb and thouglif immediately hé was both nuts and a prococateur. His nonsense 
led to problems with the FBI for a Detroiter whose name I've forgotten. Arnold 
Lewis Kesler is namee He is the apparent subject of Serial 372 in which his name 
is withheld. (Actually, it was first disclosed long agoe) Also # 373 but is 
disclosed in jf 380. 

Serial 586, coded cable HQ to Mx Cy, asks when CIA first told FBI that LHO had been 
to Cuban embassy. ipparently this info had been withheld from the FBI. (Does this 
indicate that when Eldon Rudd took the pix and tapes to Dallas the night of 11/22, 
they pertained to the Russian embassy only, or that he lied?) The CIA and FBI 
staffs in Mé Cy were in constant and close contact, according to the disclosed CIA 
records, so if not on a formal basis, at least informally the FBI should have know, 
unless the CIA made efforts to keep it secrete And why else would the FBI encode 

so non-national security a record? 


